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Lasley, right, writes of the men who work on the North Sea rigs, such as the Elgin platform

a Whorehouse). Yet, until 
now, there has never been an 
account as strikingly up close 
and intimate as the new book 
Sea State, by Tabitha Lasley.

Six years ago this week, 
Lasley, a magazine journalist 
in London, arrived in 
Aberdeen to research a book, 
not about the oil industry per 
se, but the men who work 
offshore. As Lasley explains 
in the book, she wanted to 
know what men were like 
“without women around”. 

In her early thirties, and 
having just broken up with her 
boyfriend, left their 
apartment and quit her job, 
Lasley was prepared to 
gamble on a literary idea and a 
new relationship with the first 
oil worker she interviewed. 
Caden (not his real name, as 
are none of the names in the 
book) is married with 
children, but has the largess 
that Lasley comes to associate 
with a type of offshore worker. 
If he has money, he is happy to 
spend it, whether on a boys’ 
trip to Las Vegas for a boxing 
match, or £900 for Lasley, 
briefly back in London, to fly 
up and spend a night before 
he returns to his family. 

pockets with wrenches and 
threw himself off his rig.” 

Lasley assumes this story
was an urban myth until she 
interviewed a plumber 
working on Brent Charlie, 
who said he was on another 
platform and saw the man 
half an hour before. It is the 
plumber who also explains 
that on certain rigs there was 
a protocol known as TFA — 
“Touch F*** All” — an 
instruction to leave 
everything as it is rather than 
risk a shutdown.

The men are away from 
home so often that, when 

they return, it is a bottleneck 
of problems and passions. 
Improved wi-fi has made 
communications easier and 
harder. In the past, men 
queued for a brief weekly 
phone call. 

Today, as one man says, his
wife records his screaming 
children and sends him the 
audio files. “What am I 
supposed to do with that?” 
he says. Another worker says: 
“You’ve got your rig head
and your home head. You 
have to communicate in 
different ways.”

Lasley’s interviews were 
conducted six years ago, and 
the problems have been 
exacerbated by the slump in 
the oil price, which has led to 
further cuts. As she writes: 
“Oil is a country all of its own, 
a nation with moveable 
borders . . . Extracting oil
is a dirty, dangerous job. 
It is pitched battle between 
human ingenuity, 
inhospitable terrain and 
highly combustible 
materials.”

Sea State (Fourth Estate, 
£14.99), by Tabitha Lasley,
is out now

Tabitha Lasley’s account of the lives of offshore North Sea 
oil workers digs up buried intimacies. By Stephen McGinty

Drilling deep reveals 
portraits of riggers

than the catch-all description 
of “toxic masculinity”. 

She applies her own 
interpretation on recurring 
lines. “My ex is crazy: I treat 
women poorly. My ex is 
controlling: I am a cheat. My 
ex is bitter: I am incapable of 
linking cause and effect.”

As one man explains after
his colleague dismisses the 
industry as “shite”: “It’s what 
you make of it. See, I never 
bring my problems to work. 
Some people do . . . If you 
don’t cut if off, it pickles your 
head. There was a man not 
long ago who filled his 

“going offshore brought me 
face to face with a different 
way of thinking as well as a 
different world”. 

The book was published in
1986, two years before the 
explosions on Piper Alpha 
claimed 167 lives. (The 
disaster was the subject of my 
book, Fire in the Night).

The industry’s early 
history was captured by 
Christopher Harvie in Fool’s 
Gold: The Story of North Sea 
Oil, while Bill Mackie 
examined the men behind 
the industry in The Oilmen: 
The North Sea Tigers. Paul 
Carter enjoyed a bestseller 
with his memoir Don’t Tell 
Mum I Work on the Rigs (She 
Thinks I’m a Piano Player in

pen-portrait dispatches from 
a hazardous environment out 
of sight and, for many with 
little interest in how their cars 
run and homes are heated, 
out of mind.

Al Alvarez, a poet and 
poker player, was among the 
first. In the early 1980s, he 
accepted a commission from 
The New Yorker magazine to 
write two large dispatches 
about the workings of the 
new industry. For his book 
Offshore: A North Sea Journey, 
Alvarez spent a week on an 
oil platform at a time when 
energy companies did not 
mind the presence of a 
journalist or writer. 

As Alvarez explained, he 
was drawn to the location, as 

I
n the 1970s, a series of 
posters appeared in 
magazines. The image was
of an alien world: a stark
grey landscape over which

floated a small steel city. 
A small “spacecraft” on a long 
tether hovered above the 
sandy bottom and pipes 
punched deep below the 
surface. In reality, the 
advertisements were for the 
North Sea oil industry and 
simply revealed what it would 
look like if all the saltwater 
were removed.

“Offshore” has long been
considered another world, 
and over the 50 years since 
the discovery of North Sea oil,
the industry has gathered a 
posse of chroniclers with 

Lasley unwittingly rents an
apartment on the edge of the 
city’s red-light district and, 
over six months, interviews 
103 oil workers in cafés, bars 
and clubs. “I rarely took 
names and never called 
myself a journalist.” She 
divides the city’s pubs into 
three categories: tacky, rough 
and boring. Yet, in these 
casual conversations, Lasley 
begins to drill down beneath 
the toughed carapace of their 
wind-blasted exteriors to the 
buried intimacies beneath. 
The miniature portraits that 
emerge are more nuanced 

I don’t want to 
start a class 
war, but let’s 
talk about it
Darren McGarvey, aka rapper Loki, 
says we must acknowledge the impact 
of social divisions within Scotland today

was no longer relevant to 
them — the countless 
historical disparities in life 
expectancy, educational 
attainment, social mobility, 
criminal justice and political 
representation were no 
longer worthy of oxygen. 

Some have attempted to 
paper over the cracks with 
scenery-chewing 
nationalism. Others with 
comforting lullabies about 
meritocracy and the poverty 
of aspiration — terminology 
created solely to help the 
lucky ones sleep a little better 
at night. What these flimsy 
concepts and radioactive 
ideologies fail to account for 
is the role Britain’s middle 
and upper classes play, 
passively or actively, in 
manufacturing the social 
dysfunction. 

Acknowledging that 
different social classes exist 
and that their economic 
interests do not always align 
strikes me as a sensible thing 
to do. Conceding that this is 
not the same as ascribing 
character or intent to entire 
social classes, nor is it to 
essentialise unknowable 
subsets of people — is simply 
to say that the landlord’s 
interests often run contrary 
to the tenants’. They may 
vaguely share the same 
values, desire broadly the 
same things in life and both 
believe deeply that houses 
are important — but, when 
push comes to shove, the 
landlord and the tenant’s 
economic interests are 
wickedly hard to square off. 

Acknowledging that class
conflicts exist is not the same 
as declaring class warfare. 
Conceding that some do 
better than others in part 
because of advantages or 
disadvantages inherent to 
specific social classes 
experiences is not a 
value judgment nor a 
self-limiting belief. 

Some of the so-called 
“adults in the room” 
dominating discourse on class 
inequality need to grow up: 
class is real, and insisting 
otherwise marks you out as a 
profoundly unserious person. 

Yes, the topic when 
handled indelicately may 
stoke division and we must 
resist the temptation to make 
assumptions of an 
individual’s values, beliefs, 
abilities or experiences 
based on their tweeds or 
whether they pronounce the 
hard “t” in “latte”.

Some of you don’t want to
talk about class. Some of you 
think it irrelevant. Worse still, 
among you there are those 
who assert class does not 
exist. One sympathises, but 
with all due respect, whether 
you believe in gravity or not is 
your choice, but that belief 
has absolutely no bearing on 
the tremendous force it 
exerts over everything. 

Darren McGarvey’s Class Wars, 
BBC Scotland, Tuesday, 10pm.
Read Stig Abell this week online

F
rom a young age it was
conveyed plainly to me,
by a decidedly derelict
social environment and
the grown-ups who were

not falling around drunk 
therein, that we were, despite 
our deepest reservations, 
card-carrying members of 
Britain’s lower orders. We 
were “salt of the Earth”, we 
were “diamonds in the 
rough” — both moderately 
polite ways of saying we were 
poor. From this lowly social 
vantage point, we made 
certain assumptions, some 
safer than others. 

We assumed, for example,
that we should expect a 
degree of anxiety when 
simply leaving the house. 
Fear and dread were part of 
the daily routine. Not because 
we had mental health 
problems or mobility 
issues — though these were 
prevalent — but because 
people in our neighbourhood 
were regularly being shot in 
the street. 

Observations about class
were often hard to express 

and therefore difficult to 
discuss. The roots of a 
widespread distrust of 
officialdom, for example, was 
rarely acknowledged, but in 
all our interactions with our 
betters we felt we were being 
regarded with undue 
scepticism. Was it how we 
were dressed? Was it the way 
we spoke? 

Some of my earliest 
assumptions about class were 
wrong — not everyone who 
reads The Sunday Times is a 
sneering tosser — but others 
were bang on the dole-money. 

Class finds expression in 
what we eat, how we dress, 
what we find funny or 
shocking, what sports we 
watch or play, and even in 
how we marry. With class, 
you are rarely given a second 
chance — wherever we go, 
our accents precede us. 
These are not intuitions, 
they are points of fact. 

Of course, one of the great
perks of being well-to-do is 
that you often get a multiple 
choice option where basic 
social truths are concerned. 
That is why I am unsurprised 
that so many people still 
insist class is not real. The 
ludicrous notion that because 
some people decided in the 
Eighties that class was no 
longer relevant — because it 

McGarvey: accents go first

Lazer, left, lying 
down, and Blue, 
with glasses and 
below, have gone 
from remote 
Scottish island to 
dank tunnels 
under London. 
Savannah, in the 
orange jacket, is 
also a green 
campaigner

raising children: “I think I’m probably
quite a strict parent, where I feel strict-
ness is needed,” he says. But he is a big
believer in the importance of ideals. His
other child, Cato, 31, is a physicist work-
ing in renewable energy, so even he has
not strayed far from the family path. 

Sandford is speaking to me from a shed
on Gometra, the Scottish island he has
owned since the Nineties. It was on this
island in the Inner Hebrides where the
family’s environmental conversion took
place. Soon after he bought it, he became

Roc Sandford, below, is cheering his children on. Bailiffs 
finally cut through Lazer’s steel “arm tube” on Friday night

live. Sandford also spends some of the
year in the capital. He travels back and
forth to Gometra by train, boat and bike,
a journey that takes between 12 hours
and two days. The most peculiar aspect
of all this — in what is, let’s face it, stiff
competition — is that despite being a com-
mitted vegan, Sandford farms sheep. He
sees himself as “a custodian” of the flock,
he says. His one regret is that the animals
are not slaughtered on Gometra but
transported to the mainland and sold:
“I’m always grappling with that.” 

The farm provides an income. Could
he survive without it? “I wouldn’t be des-
titute in any way. I’m extremely lucky.”
Both his parents came from “upper-
class” families, but his father, an Eton-ed-
ucated publisher, rebelled: “He wanted
to challenge the system.” So he turned
the family home, Hatfield Court, a
40-room mansion in Herefordshire, into
an open house for waifs and strays. Roc,
who was named after “the patron saint of
mad dogs, sea storms and the falsely
accused” grew up in the mayhem. “I’d
come back and there’d be someone
sleeping in my bedroom,” he recalls. 

His own activism gained a new focus in
2018 when a man called Roger Hallam
tweeted: “I’m going to sit down in front of
the traffic in Marble Arch.” Sandford,
who was in his London home, cycled
over and joined him in an effort “to stop
business as usual and make people
understand that the world was on fire”.
The experience was uncomfortable: he
was getting in the way and people were
angry. “I found it very painful. But I was
conscious that I’d found the way in to
stopping this if it could be done.”

It was the genesis of Extinction Rebel-
lion, whose ethos Sandford’s children
have embraced along with his lifestyle
(he gave them rubbish from his “collec-
tion” for Christmas). It is hard to make
out exactly what he thinks of this. On Fri-
day, as efforts to remove the protesters
from the tunnel intensified. The protest-
ers have no means of raising the alarm if
something goes wrong. As a result, Sand-
ford is not getting much sleep. 

I ask if he regrets setting them on this
path. “I do wonder if I should have lied to
them about the climate emergency,” he
says. “But I’ve always wanted there to be
honesty between us.” If the children
think a risk is worth taking, “I stand
behind them all the way”. 

T
o lose one station could be
regarded as misfortune — to
lose two looks a little careless.
Yet Roc Sandford, 62, does
not appear entirely surprised.
The father of Blue, 18, and
Lazer, 20, who, at the time of
writing, are occupying a 100ft
network of tunnels beneath
Euston Square Gardens, in

central London, in protest against HS2,
smiles mysteriously when asked at what
point he discovered their plans: “I’d
rather not say.” 

They have been down there for two
weeks already, as the HS2 contractors
attempt to evict them without risking
lives. Sandford is in contact with his chil-
dren. They are able to text him because
there is mobile phone reception at the
bottom of the one of the down-shafts but
their batteries are running low and soon
they will be in darkness. Bailiffs spent 25
hours cutting a steel pipe to which Lazer
had chained himself only for Lazer to
escape deeper into the tunnels on Friday
night. The situation is making him very
anxious. “It’s one of the worst times of my
life. I’ve been terrified that they’re going
to get seriously hurt or killed,” he adds. 

This doesn’t mean that he disapproves
of their antics. Sandford is a long-term
environmental campaigner. Three of his
four children are activists. Each has been
through “a rite of passage of sorts”, he
says. For his oldest daughter, Savannah,
22, that was April Fool’s Day 2019, when
she stripped in the public gallery of the
House of Commons during a Brexit
debate. The same year his son, Lazer,
glued himself to the Brazilian embassy in
protest against deforestation. Blue has
already been arrested for attaching her-
self to Nelson’s Column and has pub-
lished a handbook for young environ-
mentalists. But the tunnel, Sandford
thinks, is her defining moment. “It is
something completely different and
quite amazing,” he says. 

At this rate, I suggest the most shock-
ing thing would be if one of his children
became an accountant. “If they wanted
to I’d be right behind them,” he says hap-
pily. Sandford has strong views about

embroiled in a long-running battle with
salmon farmers intent on setting up in
the surrounding waters. As well as the sea
lice that proliferate in salmon enclosures,
campaigners say underwater alarms
intended to frighten seals also affect
whales and porpoises. “It’s seriously
damaging to them. And unlawful,
because you’re supposed to get licences
to disturb cetaceans. I don’t want to bore
you . . .” he says, trailing off. 

He succeeded in seeing them off four
times only to fail on the fifth. It was this he
thinks that made the children — Blue in
particular — take an interest in environ-
mental issues. “She saw us fighting really
hard and saw us failing. I think she began
to realise that you can’t necessarily suc-
ceed even if you’re on the right side.” 

The children had plenty of time to
become used to an alternative lifestyle.
When Sandford moved in, the island had
been deserted since the 19th century. At
first he imported diesel to power the gen-
erator. Then he installed a wind turbine,
which failed, and a solar panel, which
blew away. He no longer uses heating,
lighting the fire only a few nights a week
in the depths of winter, and washes his
clothes in a bucket. 

He has stopped taking flights and given
up his car, his camper van and his quad
bike. Now he is experimenting with “low-
carbon cooking”: par-boiling food before
putting it into a container and allowing it
to steam.

Not all of his experiments in environ-
mentalism have worked. “I gave up
shampoo and soap and things, and that
was all fine. Then I gave up toothpaste
and it didn’t work, so I’ve taken tooth-
paste up again.” He has also tried to cre-
ate what he has described as a “utopia”;
anyone can come and live on the island
rent-free. How many houses are there?
“How many legally habitable houses?” he
asks. “Probably zero.” It would be more
accurate to describe them as “ruins”, he
suggests. 

The island has no doctor or school. It is
“beyond the reach of the welfare state”,
he says. All his children, from two sepa-
rate relationships, went to private
schools in London, where their mothers

The well-heeled father of two Euston tunnellers owns an island, has given up 
soap and gave his children rubbish for Christmas. He talks to Rosie Kinchen 

He’s deep into the planet; 
the kids are deeper still

ROC SANDFORD

HS2 REBELLION


